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MONGOLIA in brief

Mongolia /m�ŋ��o�liə/ (Mongolian: About this sound Монгол Улс ) is a landlocked 
country in east-central Asia. It is bordered by Russia to the north and China to the south, east 
and west. Ulaanbaatar, the capital and also the largest city, is home to about 45% of the 
population. Mongolia's political system is a parliamentary republic.

The area of what is now Mongolia has been ruled by various nomadic empires, including the 
Xiongnu, the Xianbei, the Rouran, the Turkic Khaganate, and others. In 1206, Genghis Khan 
founded the Mongol Empire, and his grandson Kublai Khan conquered China to establish the 
Yuan Dynasty. After the collapse of the Yuan, the Mongols retreated to Mongolia and 
resumed their earlier pattern of factional conflict and occasional raids on the Chinese 
borderlands. In the 16th and 17th centuries, Mongolia came under the influence of Tibetan 
Buddhism.

At the end of the 17th century, all of Mongolia had been incorporated into the area ruled by 
the Manchus' Qing Dynasty. During the collapse of the Qing Dynasty the Mongols 
established Temporary Government of Khalkha in 30 November 1911. On 29 December 
1911 Mongolia declared independence from the Qing Dynasty and this National Liberation 
Revolution ended 220 years of Manchu rule (153 years after the collapse of the Zunghar 
Khanate).

Shortly thereafter, the country came under Soviet influence, resulting in the proclamation of 
the Mongolian People's Republic as a Soviet satellite state in 1924. After the breakdown of 
communist regimes in Europe in late 1989, Mongolia saw its own democratic revolution in 
early 1990; it led to a multi-party system, a new constitution of 1992, and transition to a 
market economy.

At 1,564,116 square kilometres (603,909 sq mi), Mongolia is the 19th largest and the most 
sparsely populated independent country in the world, with a population of around 3 million 
people. It is also the world's second-largest landlocked country after Kazakhstan. The country 
contains very little arable land, as much of its area is covered by steppe, with mountains to 
the north and west and the Gobi Desert to the south.



Approximately 30% of the population are nomadic or semi-nomadic. The predominant 
religion in Mongolia is Tibetan Buddhism. Islam is the dominant religion among ethnic 
Kazakhs. The majority of the state's citizens are of Mongol ethnicity, although Kazakhs, 
Tuvans, and other minorities also live in the country, especially in the west. Mongolia joined 
the World Trade Organization in 1997 and seeks to expand its participation in regional 
economic and trade regimes.

more information

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mongolia

http://touristinfocenter.mn/en/greeting.aspx

http://www.virtualtourist.com/travel/Asia/Mongolia/Transportation-Mongolia-TG-C-1.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_in_Mongolia

http://www.geckosadventures.com/tales/10-facty-things-mongolia/

http://travel.nationalgeographic.com/travel/countries/mongolia-map/

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/mg.html



Heart of Mongolia: ULAANBAATAR 

Ulan Bator or Ulaanbaatar /�u�l��n �b��tər/ (Mongolian: Улаанбаатар, 
[����ŋ.b��t���r], Ulaγanbaγatur, literally "Red Hero") is the capital and the largest 
city of Mongolia. An independent municipality, the city is not part of any province, and its 
population as of 2014 is over 1.3 million.

Located in north central Mongolia, the city lies at an elevation of about 1,310 metres (4,300 
ft) in a valley on the Tuul River. It is the cultural, industrial, and financial heart of the 
country. It is the centre of Mongolia's road network, and is connected by rail to both the 
Trans-Siberian Railway in Russia and the Chinese railway system.

The city was founded in 1639 as a movable (nomadic) Buddhist monastic centre. In 1778, it 
settled permanently at its present location, the junction of the Tuul and Selbe rivers. Before 
that, it changed location twenty-eight times, with each location being chosen ceremonially. In 
the twentieth century, Ulan Bator grew into a major manufacturing centre.

more information

http://www.ulaanbaatar.mn/en/

http://www.mad-mongolia.com/resources/ulaanbaatar-overview/ulaanbaatar-areas/

http://www.infomongolia.com/ct/ci/851

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/mongolia/Ulaanbaatar



University of Humanities

University of the Humanities (also known as Humanities University) 
as public Russian Language Institute 
University offers wide range of
humanities and social sciences. 

The university is accredited by the Mongolian National Coun

University of the Humanities (also known as Humanities University) was established in 1979 
as public Russian Language Institute in Ulaanbaatar and later privatized in 1992. The 

s wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs in 

The university is accredited by the Mongolian National Council for Education Accreditation

was established in 1979 
in 1992. The 

undergraduate and graduate programs in the field of 

cil for Education Accreditation. 



CONTACT ADDRESS

University of the Humanities

Grand Chinggis Khaan Square–20,
Mongolia

P.O. Box – 210646/53

Tel: +976-11-318 524

Fax: +976-11-322 702

Email: uh@humanities.mn

Website:  www.humanities.mn

  

20, 8th Khoroo, Sukhbaatar district, Ulaanbaatar

for academic programs visit to

http://www.humanities.mn/en/Program_offerings.aspx

for admissions visit to

http://www.humanities.mn/en/admission.aspx

Ulaanbaatar 14200, 

http://www.humanities.mn/en/Program_offerings.aspx

http://www.humanities.mn/en/admission.aspx



LIFE AS A STUDENT IN MONGOLIA

University of the Humanities is promoting international enrollment its academic programs 
and aims to offer new unique study programs in the near future. Students and faculty 
members encourage initiatives on creative learning environment, and learning about very 
unique changing country in the world.

We believe that studying with us you find life very different, interesting and challenging.

Welcome to University of the Humanities

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY CALENDAR

University of the Humanities organizes numerous activities to build learning and sharing 
platform for students about intellectual and cultural insights, experiences and interests.

Fall semester

What                                              When

Orientation weeks
Last week of August & first week of 
September

(new comers)
Sport Day (hiking) Second Saturday of October
Mongolia as I see

(Discussion session about Mongolian 
History)

Mongolia’s Independence Day



SPRING BREAK (a month off in January)

Spring Semester

Orientation week First week of the semester
I experience Mongolia

(Mongolian customs, greetings, games and 
storytelling competition)

Lunar New Year week

Go Around the Globe
(International Student Cultural Festival)

Second Saturday of April

My Neighborhood
(visit local secondary school to talk about
own country, people and culture)

First week of May

READY TO GO
(Ceremony for graduating international 
students)

3rd week of June

Note: Contact International Relations Office for event organization & registration. 

More information

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsagaan_Sar

http://www.portugalmongolia.com/mongoliaarticles/48-tsagaan-sar-mongolian-lunar-new-
year



Student Dormitory

University of the Humanities provide accommodation to accepted international students. 
Thus students & fellows are required to apply for occupancy 2 months prior to arrival. 

International Relations Office, University of the Humanities

Grand Chinggis Khaan Square–20, 8th Khoroo, Sukhbaatar district, Ulaanbaatar 14200, 
Mongolia

Fax: +976-11-322 702 Email: battuvshin.ch@humanities.mn

iao@humanities.mn

Visit at: UH Builing One, room 410 or call at 99047699

Floor & safety arrangements

Each floor is designed to single gender occupancy. Undergraduate and master students are to 
share a room. Fellow occupy single room. It applies same to partner university exchange 
students. Residents are required to clean their own rooms. 

Cooking, study and washing areas are share among residences of the floor.



Cooking area

Study area

Shared bathroom, washing area

There is Security company contracted to ensure safety and security of
24 hours. Visitors to dorm residents are requested to be informed the Guard prior. Visits after 
9pm are now allowed. Residents required to arrive 11pm for safety reasons. 

Dining area

   

Relax area

   

     

There is Security company contracted to ensure safety and security of the dorm residents
24 hours. Visitors to dorm residents are requested to be informed the Guard prior. Visits after 
9pm are now allowed. Residents required to arrive 11pm for safety reasons. 

  

the dorm residents for 
24 hours. Visitors to dorm residents are requested to be informed the Guard prior. Visits after 



Internet access

Public areas in the dormitory have wireless internet connection. For private room connections 
require person arrangements.

Phone service

There’s no phone lines in the rooms. Students suggested to choose from the local providers 
for phone and personal internet subscription. 

https://www.mobicom.mn/en/

http://skytel.mn/en/

http://gmobile.mn/en/

https://www.unitel.mn/index.php/unitel

International call cards are sold in shops and supermarkets in various price ranges. 

University sport activities

University organizes various sports competitions including soccer, basketball and chess. 
Information will be distributed prior, probably in Mongolian, if interested approach 
International Relations Office. 

Airport pick up

Upon request University organizes paid airport pick up. Contact International Relations 
Office for arrangement.

Travel & Health Insurance

International students & fellows are advised to arrange travel and health insurances with 
home insurance companies prior to arrival. 

Payment methods & international transfers

The Mongolian Tögrög or Tugrik is the official currency of Mongolia. The banknotes are in 
denominations of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 and 20,000.



Currency rates vary at Banks and at Naiman Sharga (Open Currency Exchange Market).

ATM machines from various banks generously placed in Ulaanbaatar. Only tugriks 
will be disposed from those machines. Largest ATM machine disposal per day is 800,000 
tugrik, for larger amounts visit banks.

All department stores accept international cards (Master, Visa). International local (meaning 
valid only in certain countries) are not accepted, if you wish draw money from such card then 
visit to Central branch of Trade & Development Bank of Mongolia or Golomt Bank in 
Ulaanbaatar. 

Small shops and open markets only accept cash. Smaller bills are preferred in smaller shops 
and taxis. 

Shopping in Ulaanbaatar

    

Nomin State Department Store

The Nomin State Department Store is the largest shopping mall in Mongolia, a leftover of the 
Soviet occupation. You can find cashmere and leather here, in addition to whatever else you 
might find in a department store. It occupies several floors. Mongolian souvenirs are 
generally found on the 5th floor. It's also a great place to stock up on backpacking and 
camping gear. Recently upgraded, it is open till early evening. Location: Chingeltei District, 
3 Khoroo, Peace Avenue 23

http://www.nomin.mn/holding/index.php?lang=2

Sky Shopping Center

You will enjoy the comfortable shopping environment and good service. Find all necessary 
items such as fresh food products, clothing, electronic and computer components, books, 
jewelry, CDs, etc. Location: West wing of the Chinggis Khaan Hotel

Ulaanbaatar Department Store 



This is one of the largest and most luxurious department store in Ulaanbaatar which offers 
world fashion and perfume brands, home appliances, and more! It also sells the finest 
cashmere products from Goyo, Gobi, Buyan, and other local factories. Location:                
Peace Avenue 57

Central Mall 

The newly-opened Central Tower offers a luxurious shopping experience. Here you find the 
branch stores of Louis Vuitton, Emporio Armani, Burberry, and other famous brands. Take a 
break from shopping at the many restaurants and coffee shops that are located in the Central 
Tower. Location: Overlooking Chinggis Khaan Square

Naran Chain Department Stores

Espirit, BMW, Seiko, Swatch, Samsonite, Delsey, Victorinox, Samsung, Phillips, Sony, 
Pupa, Ericsson, Yves Saint Laurent, L’Oreal, Davidoff, and Kenzo brands are available.
Location: Sukhbaatar District, Seoul Street

www.narantrade.mn 

Khanburgedei Department Store 

Luxury brands like Dunhill, Cerruti, Daks, Calvin Klein, DKNY, Roy Robson and so on.
Location: Zamchdiin Street, 4th khoroo, Bayangol District

www.store.khanburgedei.mn

Ayanchin Outfitter – Sport wear 

You can find here several sport wears for camping, fishing, hunting supplier and so on. 
Location: Seoul Street 21, Sukhbaatar district

Souvenir House 

All kinds of souvenirs such as leather goods, national costumes, woolen and felt goods, silver 
jewelry, gifts, paintings, and genuine accessories for the Naadam Festival are available here.
Location: 5th floor of the State Department Store

Internom Bookstore  

Books in wide range available in Mongolian, Russian and English. Location: Baga Toiruu 
Road, next to the National IT Park

www.internom.mn

Mercury Market 

Mercury market is a flea market for food where you can bargain with individual vendors for 
all manner of imported goods, meat, cheese, and vegetables, as well as luxuries such as caviar 
and crab sticks.



Narantuul (Black) Market

Almost all kinds of goods are sold for low price here. Interesting place to visit but be aware 
of pickpocketing. Hours: Everyday 10:00 am – 7:00 pm (Closed Tuesdays)



Entertainment in Ulaanbaatar

    

National History Museum

Set up recently, the museum occupies the building of the former Museum of Revolution. The 
museum offers the richest collection on the history of Mongolia, from Stone Age to modern 
times. It allows to retrospect the unique culture of horse riding steppe nom
lifestyle. The exhibition contains many artifacts of traditional handicrafts and arts, military 
equipment and arms of Chinggis Khaan warriors. The museum is located on the corner of the 
downtown Suhbaatar Square.

http://www.nationalmuseum.mn/

Natural History Museum

Here you will get an overview of the geography, flora and fauna of Mongolia. Of special 
interest is an outstanding collection of dinosaur bones, which were found in the Gobi Desert. 
First sensational discovery of dinosaur bones were
American, Roy Chapman Andrews back in 20s. Since then, expeditions from Russia, Poland 
and recently from the USA and Japan are coming regularly. The museum is located just 
across the street from the Government House.

Gandan Monastery

Built in 1840, it is the most important monastery in Mongolia. It is easily seen north west of 
the city center. In the past it was one of the main Buddhist centers in Asia having two dozens 
of chapels and famous for its library collection 

The monastery was severely damaged during the repression of 30s and only few building 
remained among them a chapel for 20 meters high statue of Megzhid Janraisig god erected in 
1911 as a symbol commemorating the M
was taken to Russia to be used as scrap metal for shells. In 1990 the statue was rebuilt with 
nation wide donations.

Have a $ 5.00 bill ready if you would like to take picture of this restored statue. The
Monastery is the central place for major religious ceremonies and festivities, including Tsam 

Set up recently, the museum occupies the building of the former Museum of Revolution. The 
museum offers the richest collection on the history of Mongolia, from Stone Age to modern 
times. It allows to retrospect the unique culture of horse riding steppe nom
lifestyle. The exhibition contains many artifacts of traditional handicrafts and arts, military 
equipment and arms of Chinggis Khaan warriors. The museum is located on the corner of the 

http://www.nationalmuseum.mn/

Here you will get an overview of the geography, flora and fauna of Mongolia. Of special 
interest is an outstanding collection of dinosaur bones, which were found in the Gobi Desert. 
First sensational discovery of dinosaur bones were made by the expedition of adventurous 
American, Roy Chapman Andrews back in 20s. Since then, expeditions from Russia, Poland 
and recently from the USA and Japan are coming regularly. The museum is located just 
across the street from the Government House.

Built in 1840, it is the most important monastery in Mongolia. It is easily seen north west of 
the city center. In the past it was one of the main Buddhist centers in Asia having two dozens 
of chapels and famous for its library collection of religious documents and the typography.

The monastery was severely damaged during the repression of 30s and only few building 
remained among them a chapel for 20 meters high statue of Megzhid Janraisig god erected in 
1911 as a symbol commemorating the Mongolia's independence. During the WW II the statue 
was taken to Russia to be used as scrap metal for shells. In 1990 the statue was rebuilt with 

Have a $ 5.00 bill ready if you would like to take picture of this restored statue. The
Monastery is the central place for major religious ceremonies and festivities, including Tsam 

Set up recently, the museum occupies the building of the former Museum of Revolution. The 
museum offers the richest collection on the history of Mongolia, from Stone Age to modern 
times. It allows to retrospect the unique culture of horse riding steppe nomads and their 
lifestyle. The exhibition contains many artifacts of traditional handicrafts and arts, military 
equipment and arms of Chinggis Khaan warriors. The museum is located on the corner of the 

Here you will get an overview of the geography, flora and fauna of Mongolia. Of special 
interest is an outstanding collection of dinosaur bones, which were found in the Gobi Desert. 

made by the expedition of adventurous 
American, Roy Chapman Andrews back in 20s. Since then, expeditions from Russia, Poland 
and recently from the USA and Japan are coming regularly. The museum is located just 

Built in 1840, it is the most important monastery in Mongolia. It is easily seen north west of 
the city center. In the past it was one of the main Buddhist centers in Asia having two dozens 

of religious documents and the typography.

The monastery was severely damaged during the repression of 30s and only few building 
remained among them a chapel for 20 meters high statue of Megzhid Janraisig god erected in 

ongolia's independence. During the WW II the statue 
was taken to Russia to be used as scrap metal for shells. In 1990 the statue was rebuilt with 

Have a $ 5.00 bill ready if you would like to take picture of this restored statue. The Gandan 
Monastery is the central place for major religious ceremonies and festivities, including Tsam 



Dance, a theatralised performance. The monastery has presently about 150 monks and a 
Buddhist School.

Zanabazar Fine Arts Museum

This museum is dedicated to paintings, religious arts and artifacts. You will find a wonderful 
collection of archeological artifacts from Hun period (III-II centuries BC) and panel 
embroidery.

It houses the largest tanka scroll (Buddhist embroidery tapestry) in Mongolia, but the 
museum premises are not spacious enough to display this 36 meters long tanka. The museum 
also has two unique Tsam Dance masks lavishly decorated with 15,000 and 5,000 pieces of 
deep purple corals. The museum is on a five minutes walking distance east from the 
Suhbaatar Square.

Winter Palace of Bogd Khan

This is the only remaining palace out of four residences where Bogd Khaan, the last 
Mongolian ruler, resided. This palace now displays the collection of personal belongings of 
the last Khaan and his wife. The museum offers a wide variety of Buddhist arts. 

Special attention attracts by paintings by Marzan Sharav depicting with a slice of humor and 
irony scenes from the everyday life of Mongols in the turn of this century.

The Bogd Khaan was known as a true lover of nature who spent tremendous amounts on 
setting up large gardens with small ponds and boats. The palace zoo had even an elephant and 
a giraffe. He also collected staffed animals, some of which are exhibited.

Manzushir Monastery

Just 39 km southeast of Ulaanbaatar on the road toward Zuunmod is a monastery that you 
will not want to miss. The temple is nice and the view is spectacular. The monastery sits on 
the edge of a cliff overlooking a beautiful valley with creeks and granite boulders.

The monastery was established in 1733 and has had 21 chapels. Buddhist monasteries served 
as the centers of education, arts and various other disciplines. And among them Manzishir 
was famous for its school of philosophy and logic, attracting priests from as far as India 
coming for theological debates. In winter of 1938 the monastery was completely destroyed 
and the area eventually turned into a recreation zone.

Choijin Lam Temple Museum

This small monastery located in downtown was built on the turn of this century by the decree 
of the Bogd Khaan for his younger brother. This is one of few Buddhist monasteries that 
survived destruction during 1930. By irony, the communist powers decided to set up an anti 
religious center and the Choijin Lam Temple was picked up as its headquarters.



The museum contains precious examples of Buddhist art including the paintings by Ts. 
Zanabazar, a renowned religious reformer and great artisan of 17th century, as well as 
colorful masks for Tsam Dance ceremony embroidered with corals, bronze statues of gods in 
erotical poses, silk tankas and many

Soyombo Cinema

Built in 1990 and re-opened in 2008, the Soyombo Movie Theater now offers its customers 
cozy and warm atmosphere. Seating is provided for 320 in the big hall, 96 in the couples hall 
and 60 seats in the mini hall.

http://www.soyombo.mn/

Urgoo Cinema

Welcome to the new and improved Urgoo Cinema, Ulan Bator. It opened in 1989 and was 
renovated in 2009.

The only cinema in the city with its exclusive VIP section. It is now home to luxurious 
spacious seating, waiter service and a full bar. It is operated by Warner Brothers 
International.

http://www.urgoo.mn/

The Tengis  Cinema was the first "real" international cinema in Ulaanbaatar. It regularly 
shows both International and Mongolian Movies. With 4 screens (one of which is 3D) it feels 
like a real international standard cinema complex. Foreign films are subtitled in Mongolian 
but shown in their original language.

http://tengis.mn/



State Opera & Ballet Theatre

Built by the Russians in 1932, the State Opera & Ballet Theatre is the salmon-pinkish 
building on the southeast corner of Chinggis Khaan Sq. On Saturday and Sunday evenings 
throughout the year, and sometimes also on weekend afternoons in the summer, the theatre 
holds stirring opera (in Mongolian) and ballet shows.

Mongolian original operas include Three Fateful Hills by famous playwright D Natsagdorj, 
and the more recent Chinggis Khaan , by B Sharav. Other productions include an exhilarating 
(but long) rendition of Carmen , plus plenty of Puccini and Tchaikovsky.

http://www.opera-ballet.mn/index.php/en/

State Philharmonic

The State Philharmonic was established on June 5, 1957. It was one of the most important 
events in the spiritual life of the Mongols. Over 40 years the Philharmonic has played many 
works by famous western, as well as Mongolian composers. Its proudest monument was the 
playing of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, conducted by Ts.Namsraijav in 1980, which showed 
the outstanding professional level that Mongolian musicians had attained. It is unthinkable to 
imagine modern Mongolian music without State Prizewinners L.Murdorj, Gonchigsumlaa, 
Birvaa, D.Luvsansharav, B.Damdinsuren, N.Jantsannorov and the famous composer 
B.Sharav.

http://www.philharmonic.mn/Default.aspx

Mongolian National Modern Art Gallery 

The Mongolian National Modern Art Gallery (MNMAG) collects, preserves and exhibits  
modern and contemporary Mongolian artworks. The collection serves an important role in 
documenting the social, historical and cultural evolution of the country. In 1991, MNMAG 



separated from the Fine Arts Museum of Mongolia and became an independent organization, 
dedicated to increasing public appreciation for Mongolian modern visual artworks.

The Mongolian National Modern Art Gallery is a government-supported arts organization. Its 
collection forms the basis for providing aesthetic experiences and art education to the public. 
The gallery’s unique collection consists of Mongolian modern and contemporary paintings, 
sculptures, prints, crafts and other new forms of art and artifacts which possess originality 
and a superior Mongolian thematic identity. Artworks in the collection cover a range of 
themes from history and cultural traditions to landscapes and contemporary expressions.

http://eng.art-gallery.mn/

        

VISA INFORMATION

International students who wish to study or admitted by higher education institution should
obtain “S” type of visa. International Relations Office will arrange you the invitation letter, 
(after your admission to the University) which is mandatory to obtain “S” type of visa at any
Mongolian Diplomatic Mission around the globe. To issue the invitation letter, International 
Relations Office require the following documents to be sent as soon as possible.

Note: Only “S” type of visa would allow your study, practical training and research work in 
Mongolia legally. 

Required documents:

 Copy of valid passport (5 years)



 Visa application form

 Acceptance Letter (from applied School or institution)

 Visa support letter (from applied School or institution)

 HIV/AIDS test (for students staying longer than 3 months)

Note: After entering the country with other category visa, it is NOT POSSIBLE to change the 
type in Mongolia. Please obtain correct “S” type of visa before enter the country. 

Registration at the Immigration Office

Any person planning to stay in Mongolia for more than 30 days, required to notify your 
arrival and register with the Immigration Officer in Ulaanbaatar. The registration should be 
arranged in the first week upon arrival. Otherwise the financial penalty up to 1 million 
MNT will be applied to visitor.

How to register?

 Book a guide prior to you arrival at International Relations Office

 Bring your passport to the International Relations Office in the next day of your 
arrival. 

 Volunteers will guide you to the Immigration Office (near to Chinggis Khaan Airport) 

 Be prepared to pay Registration fee

Foreign citizen registration is valid only for one year according to Mongolia’s relevant 
legislations, therefore international students are requested to renew their registration upon 
expiry and pay registration fee. (set up differently each year by the Immigration Office).

Hold on! It’s not over yet …  

Application for Residence Permit

After registration, visitors expected to obtain residence permit with 3 weeks upon arrival to 
stay in Mongolia for a longer period . International Relations Office (together with 
volunteers) will assist you in obtaining the residence permit. 

Again how?

 Book a meeting with International Relations Office 

 Bring a passport copy and HIV test 

Note: be aware that HIV test date shouldn’t be “old” 

Residence permit extension

Residence permit is granted for one year period to international visitors therefore its required 
to be extended upon expiry. 

How do I extend my residence permit?



1. Contact International Relations Office 45 days prior to expiry. 
2. Book a meeting and bring the following documents to the meeting

 Passport

 Passport photo 1 copy
 HIV test (be taken during last

 Reference from district residential 

 Extension fee

 Official transcript
3. Collect it later

Note: Residence permit extension process takes about a month, delay will cause you financial 
penalty therefore take responsibility for

Exit –Entry Visas

Planning to travel during your vacation

If so, you should obtain exit-entry visa before your departure
visa.  This visa is valid for 90 days.
questions. 

Ready to say Goodbye Mongolia …

In order to avoid any trouble at the border be sure that you have exist visa and deregistered at 
Immigration Office. 

Exit visas

If you only have entry visa upon arrival, required to apply for exis
Mongolia. Exit visa gives you extra

Before departure

At least 2 weeks prior to departure
deregistration. Submit your passport. 

MY SUITCASE              

Fall semester

Contact International Relations Office 45 days prior to expiry. 
Book a meeting and bring the following documents to the meeting  

1 copy
(be taken during last three months)

Reference from district residential authority (local administrative unit)

Official transcript (studying school or institution)

ion process takes about a month, delay will cause you financial 
penalty therefore take responsibility for early submission. 

acation?

entry visa before your departure if you don’t have multi entry 
This visa is valid for 90 days. Consult with International Relations Office i

Ready to say Goodbye Mongolia …

In order to avoid any trouble at the border be sure that you have exist visa and deregistered at 

If you only have entry visa upon arrival, required to apply for exist visa to depart from 
extra ten days after your normal visa has expiry.

At least 2 weeks prior to departure contact International Relations Office about 
deregistration. Submit your passport. 

         What should I bring with me?

(local administrative unit)

ion process takes about a month, delay will cause you financial 

if you don’t have multi entry 
Consult with International Relations Office if you have 

In order to avoid any trouble at the border be sure that you have exist visa and deregistered at 

visa to depart from 



Mongolia’s autumn can be similar to you winter, meaning it gets cold in December & 
January. Cashmere can be purchased in Mongolia to keep warm. As we mentioned earlier 
you can purchase many items on Mongolia’s market thus quality products may cost you more 
than home so, its up to. But below items advised in your suitcase for Mongolia.

 Wind block cream

 Smoke filter mask
 Nitrous body cream for cold winter

 Toe heat pad

 Vitamin C and cold preventive supplements

 Camera

 Laptop

 Liner to keep warm

 At least one traditional or official dress
 Country flag & music

Spring semester

After long winter, sun coming at last. It gets very windy and dry in the spring. 

 Vitamins & minerals 

 Wind & sun block creams

 Wind proof jackets

 At least one traditional or official dress

 Hiking boots

 Country music & flag

 Laptop

 camera

More information

http://joesabia.co/mongolia.html


